SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Food Marketing and
Supply Chain Management
Various positions Available at Premier Cheese Importing Firms

“As part of the CIAA
Intern Program,
students will have an
exclusive opportunity
to develop their
technical design
capabilities while
learning practical
applications in
the imported food
industry.”

Hear what some prior interns have
said about the program…
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“The tasks I was required to do had a lot of variety including,
demographic research, completing store audits, store visits and
evaluations; demos, public relations, and meeting with specialty
food and cheese buyers”

Interested students may apply online at www.theciaa.org.

College Students In Their Sophomore or Junior Year
Are Eligible To Apply For Internships.
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of imported specialty cheeses.
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marketing strategies, and conduct research and analysis. You will be exposed to the day to day
operations of a cheese importing firm and develop an understanding of all facets of the internal
supply chain, including logistics, warehousing, transportation and order revenue management.
Outstanding candidates that are admitted to the program will be placed with premier cheese
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Accepted candidates will receive a $600.00 weekly stipend. In most cases, students are responsible
for their own housing. Do not miss out on an incredible internship experience that will expand
your knowledge of specialty cheeses and expose you to the daily management of a premier cheese
importing firm. Placements are limited; apply now before all positions are filled.

Interested students may apply online at www.theciaa.org.
Interns will acquire a well-rounded understanding
of the host company’s general marketing efforts
from analytics to promotional programs and walk
away with intangible skill sets relevant to a diverse
set of disciplines and fields.
Do not miss out on an incredible internship
experience that will expand your knowledge of
specialty cheeses and expose you to the daily
management of a premier cheese importing
firm. Placements are limited; apply now before all
positions are filled. Apply online at www.theciaa.org

Projects may include, but are not limited to:
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materials for the host company sales team and/or
company website;
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community and - ultimately - the end consumer by helping to facilitate the efficient import of dairy products from around the
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